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QUESTION 1

Refer to the table. 

A customer investigates connectivity options for a DCI between two production data centers to aid a large-scale
migration project. The migration is estimated to take 20 months to complete but might extend an additional 10 months if
issues arise. All connectivity options meet the requirements to migrate workloads. Which transport technology provides
the best ROI based on cost and flexibility? 

A. CWDM over dark fiber 

B. MPLS 

C. DWDM over dark fiber 

D. Metro Ethernet 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A company plans to use BFD between its routers to detect a connectivity problem inside the switched network. An IPS
is transparently installed between the switches. Which packets shold the IPS forward for BFD to work under all
circumstances? 

A. Fragmented packet with the do-not-fragment bit set 

B. IP packets with broadcast IP source addresses 

C. IP packets with the multicast IP source address 

D. IP packet with the multicast IP destination address 

E. IP packets with identical source and destination IP addresses 

F. IP packets with the destination IP address 0.0.0.0. 

Correct Answer: E 
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QUESTION 3

Which design consideration is valid when you contrast fabricPath and trill? 

A. FabricPath uses IS-IS, but TRILL uses VxLAN 

B. FabricPath permits active-active FHRP and TRILL support anycast gateway. 

C. FabricPath Permits ECMP, but TRILL does not 

D. FabricPath permits active-active mode, but TRILL supports only active-standby mode. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A business requirement stating that failure of WAN access for dual circuits into an MPLS provider for a Data Centre
cannot happen due to related service credits that would need to be paid has led to diversely routed circuits to different
points of presence on the providers network? What should a network designer also consider as part of the
requirement? 

A. Provision of an additional MPLS provider 

B. Out of band access to the MPLS routers 

C. Ensuring all related remote branches are dual homed to the MPLS network 

D. Dual PSUs and Supervisors on each MPLS router 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two characteristics apply to firewall transparent mode operations in a firewall solution design? (Choose two.) 

A. Changes in the existing IP addressing and subnets are required 

B. The firewall can participate actively on spanning tree. 

C. Multicast traffic can traverse the firewall. 

D. OSPF adjacencies can be established through the firewall 

E. The firewall acts like a router hop in the network. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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